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Question: 1

An Adobe Campaign operator is included in the Workflow Supervisors Operator Group, and is
required to have Administrator access for one week only. What would be the best practice to
overload the operator's existing rights?

A. Assign the admin named right
B. Remove all rights from the operator
C. Remove the operator from the Workflow Supervisors
D. Add the operator to the admin Operator Group

Answer: C

Question: 2

What are four valid typology rule types in Adobe Campaign?

A. Target Capacity. Control, Pressure
B. Filtering, Optimal. Control. Pressure
C. Filtering, Capacity, Control, Market
D. Filtering, Capacity, Control. Pressure

Answer: D

Question: 3

A client has two separate recipient folders for its English and Chinese speaking recipients, and each
folder has its respective user group. How should the developer set up the user rights for a manager if
they wish to see both recipient folders?

A. Assign the named right MERGE to the operator
B. Assign the named right FILES ACCESS to the operator
C. Assign the operator to each language group
D. Assign the new operator to the Administrator group

Answer: C

Question: 4

A new workflow being built has strict compliance requirements: the workflow's Journal must be



archived for 180 clays. The rest of the Adobe Campaign instance must maintain this data for only 30
days.
How would a developer configure the workflow in question to extend the storage of Journal data?

A. Editing the filter in the Journal of the workflow
B. Adding a script into Workflow properties
C. Editing the Advanced campaign parameters of the campaign
D. Changing the Execution properties of the workflow

Answer: C

Question: 5

Adobe Campaign has out-of-the-box namespaces. What are two of these namespaces? Choose the
two correct answers.

A. xtn
B. ncm
C. xkt
D. xtk
E. nca

Answer: A, D




